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• I The propagation of TEno mode& in_ rectangular wave~ 
' 
guides that contain two dielectric· slabs parallel to the 
side walls and extending over .the full height of the 
.... ~ r' • -~. . 
guide ·is theoretic,lly investigated_. The die1ectric 
:,;·· 
;; 
material aS,_>~11 as the wa:veguide walls are assumed loss·-
less .. Otherwise the approach is rigorous.··. Using the 
If GE 22; computer, numerical solutions are obtained for 
the case ·, of both slabs being ,identical and touching the 
oppos 1 te side walls. ~ 
\ 
' 
The results are normalized in order to be ~epend-
ent qr special waveguide dimensions. They include 
/; ........ 
~ . propagation constants, cutoff r,equencies and ·crftical 
( 
frequencies o:r the four lowest +Eno modes as functions 
.. . 
of frequency and the thickness ~nd dielectric constant 
or the slabs. 
l 
Two_graphtcal methods are developed to solve the 
f' 
, ... . ' r,, '-· 
') 
.. equations without the computer_ if reduced accuracy is· .. ,_, 
acceptable. 
4t ' In addition, a' theorY' is worked out ro:r''" the case ' 
' I 
of two lossy s1abs placed against the dieleetri9 slab~ to 
\ < 
, form -~ fi~,.la disp~cement filte~ arter"~N. Eberh1ardt. This , 
A 
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\ I 1. 
. .___.. :t 
, : 
6 
This thesj.s presents a theo~etical ~J.ysis of the prop-
·agation of TEno mod~s 1n rectangular· wave.gu~des that contain 
_...,/ 
. I 




to the full Jl.eight of the waveguide. - Suc:P, an analysis is 
.,. 
necessitated by the recent interest in microwave filters em-
ploying dielectric_ slabs, notably the field displacement ·· 
filter proposed by N. Eberhardt.I ·, ~-~ ' 
.~··"·-~--
··~ 
Previous investigations have shown that at some critical 
·"?i . 
:frequency within the waveguide a· phenomenon occurs which dis-
. a ~ 
- . places the electric field to within the dielectric .slabs~ 
' 
....... :c1 " 
Above this frequency almost all pow~ propag.~tes inside the 
... 
dielectric material. ~ Below this frequency, the - field is 
J 
,. 
' f . 
·-, approximately identical to that round .,,Jn an empty waveguide • 
~ 
... ~,t is employing this technique arolUld which these microwave 
. 
filte.rs ·are' designed. HOWever, it is important to be able to 
. . . 
exactly predict this transition frequency along.with the.other 












lNo ·Eberhardt, •Propagation 1n the Off ~.Center E-p!ane Dielectrically Loaded Waveguide , 11 •PiKffi Trans·actions, MTT-1;'_ ... 
· (M~y 1967) ~ ~p. 282-289. . < ' 
• 
..._ ___ . 
,, ...... ,. Ill 
·" 
.,,, . ' .. 
. .. 
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-~ .. ·,. ' 
-
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~ ' 
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which these phenomena depend aiong with- their d8gree . of. de-
. l, ' ~ 
pendence must be mown. 
' 
T11.is is the ·basis ·or this thesis. A theoretic_al and 
-1), 
·-. e 
numerical ari.alysis of the dielectrically loaded waveguiae 
was undertaken. Results have- been tabulated to allow 
propagation characteristics to be accurately predicted. / 
•' I~-;~. , -. • 
Wilh this data,' filter design w111 popefully be siluplified. 
Moreover, it is hoped that these results can be applied to 
other'applicat~ons which w111 develop from this relatively 
new technique or l.oad1ng waveguides. 
V 
Two specific cases were anal.yzed. ·. In the first. case, 
~~ 
two dielectric slabs of arbitrary width and dielectric con-
,·\_ 
,, 
stant . were placed next" to_,,., the narrow walls or the wave_guide. · 
The waveguide and dielectric were both assumed, to be loss-
. ' . ' 
r 
-
less and 1nt1n1te1y long. By so1ving HeJmholtz 1 ~+~qµation 
the electric and mag~etic field configurations were obtained. 
- . . 
--~ . 
The-- strong dependence of the fields on the diele~tric slab 
- • • l • -
' 
width, die1ectric cons.ftant, and' :frequency were investigated. 
• 
...1 • ,, . - .... • 
By USe or the GE ,225' compu~ the· TE10; TE20, TE30, TE4o 
·~ . 
C • V .. ·. . 
modes we·re· intensively investigated. The results ot these 
investigations are· tabulated in th~ thesis. l./J{M~reover, a 
l . . . 





rapid-dete.rntination or the c~tor:r frequency and mode pattern --~ 
if both slabs are· identical. 
. ' 
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.. /' . 
along w1tlt the dielectric slabs in the waveguide. A~al:,sis· 
I ~ ._ 
of. th.is s:tmwed that strategically placing these two types .ot 
' 
~"' 
slabs· in 1;!1e waveguide allows almost any desirable tme or 
.... ' 
pass ba.nd·characteristic to- be obtained. Use of both re-
sisti"ie a11d d:l.electric slabs seems to extend greatly the use 
of dielec-tric slabs in producing desired frequency cbarac-
ter1st1es. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
~-
·: ./ 






Loading rectangular waveguides with tqll height di~ 
iii : ' 
. . 
· electric slabs is not a ·completely new concept. Devtices 
q. ..... 
utilizing dielectric sla??s have been designed;. ho\Ye~·e.r, 
- . I 
' 
these were all very specialized cases and thus not z~allT 
useful in this pr~sent tmdertaking. The literature which 
, 
is purrently available and is related to topic of tli.is 





thesis is quite limited. There are actually only t,,~,o pub- · 
lished papers which concern themselves with related topics; 
one is by P. H. Vartanian, W. P. Ayres, and A. L~ H"elge:isonl_ 
and the other by N. Eberha:rdt2. The,tirst paper treats the 
' . ·-...__.,--~·.~ -· 
I 
specia11zed case or a single dielectric slab centrall-Y lo--
. 
cated in the waveguide while the second is much mor'e general 
, in that it presents an analysis or a single slab lc>cate .. d at 
an arbitrary point along the length of' the guide. 
. , e"'· 
" ' - . 1 . ' . 
. . ., 
''· 
P.H. Vartanian, w. P. Ayres, and A. L. Hel1~esfu:.n, 
"Propagation in D.ielectric Slab Loadeq. Rectangular Waveguide,.• 
. IJ3R Trans·actions, ?lrT-6 (April 1958), pp. 215-222. \ 
-~ 
~·. 
2N. Eberhardt, "Propagation in the Off Cente:r E•plane 
Dielectrically Loaded Waveguide," •KE,E Transacti~n,§., Mt!-lS 
(M;ay 1967) ,. pp. 282-289. . · , 
-...... 
:---
.- .... , 




.J.... -~· ,._ 
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Since the time when tp.is thesis was or1ginal11 under-
,, 
~ 
taken, R. Seckelmann3' has published a paper analyzing -a 1 
rectangular waveguide loaded with two dielectric slabs. 
This1paper ccovers areas or interest similar to those present-
ed 1n this thesis. However, Seckel.mann. 1 s treatment of this 
problem is quite general. The information presented in this 
thesis is more detailed and, moreover, carries the analys.is 
~arther :in spscific areas. ,. 
Another paper,,. which served as a background to this thesis 
' 
was a thesis written by R. A. He1nz4 in which an exper:tmental 
·-
investigation or Field Displacement Filters was presented. 
Heinz showed that displacement actually did take place and 
that several useful applications could be built using the dis-
placement principle. Heinz's analysis was ror the single s1ab 
. construction and served as a verification for the paper by 
N. Eberhardt. 
,. . 
2. E-FIEID DISTRmUTION Ill SINGIE D'lEtECTRICALLY LOADED 
WAVEGUIDE 
) ~ 
As mentioned, both Vartanian and Eberhardt j_investig1a.ted . 
' 
the phenomenon concerned with loading the w~veguide with a · 
single dielectric sl~b, with Eberhardt 1s being more general. 
' l 
. •7'° •. 
/ 3R. Seckelmann,. "Propagation or· TE Modes in Dielectric . 
LQaded Waveguides·,• ·mg Transactions, MTT-14,. (November 1966), 
P,P • ;18C!) :>27 o . 
. . 
- 4:ao A-o Heinz, "An,,E_xper~ental Investigation of F~i.eld 
. Displacem~nt Filters," (A Thesi~· presented to the Graduate 
· · · Faculty ot Lehigh University in Candidacy :ror ·the Degree ot 
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The.- -point of interest ,from both or these papers is the tran-
', 









signal is increased. This is exhibited in Figures 1 and 1a. 
At low freqencies (f1 and ·r2); the E~field of the TE10 mode 
e·mibits a sinusoidal variance as if it were propagating in 
a completely air filled waveguide. At high frequencies 
(t3 and-flf-), the E-tield become-s concentrated in the dielec-
tric slab. Higher modes exhibited similar et:rects, although 
not as pronounced. ..... 
. . 
N. Eberhardt investigate~ the specialized case ot Ja 
thin, high d·ielectric constant slab located against one wall 
/"" 
of the waveguide. The field· dist'.ribution followed a var1..:c 
_ ation similar to that in the previous case. However, now it 
appeared_as if the entire field distribution had been dis-
.-· 
placed into the dielectric slab. Indeed, the l\pin.t of 
--, 
maximum E-field concentration had been translated to the 
qenter of the dielectric slab. In the previous case this was 
not so pronounced as the slab was locate_d. at the poin1; or 
maximum E-i'ield. This specialized case is show11-. in Figure 2. 
. . . I 
3. LIMITATIONS -OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 
' 
Tnese initial investigat·1ons -are quite valuable as 
introductions to the topic Qf field displacement utilizing 
., 
dielectric slabs. But these ~:re .limited -to single slab con~ 
structions. Building two slab waveguides with the slabs/·-
I . 
-·. 
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located adj~cent to the narrow wall.s would possibly enable 
I 
. ' -- ... . 
dual displacement as well as tota1 displacement or hig~~r 
·-
/ ' 




interesting . properties. Also dual. slab constructions might 
be useru1·1n designing harmonic fi1ters as suggested by 
Heinz.· 
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\, • :1 ~ - " THEORY OF THE TEno MODES IN RECTA.NGULAR WAVEGUIDES 
LOADED WITH TWO DlEIECTRIC SLABS PLACED AGAINST THE 
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This chapter will present th~; theor'etic~l d~rivatiolis 
. -, .... · 
necessary_ to analyze the dielectrically loaded waveguide. 
"''(1 
The equations will be derivep. for >a completely general non-
·, 
c-, 
.. s:,tnmetrical case, whereupon the symmetrical configuration 
• 
· _ will simply be a degenerate case. . In the conf 1guration 
two die~ectric s1ab·s-·are employed, one against each side 
wall, as shown in Figure 3. 
• This figure -shows .the cro·ss s.ection of' a rectangular 
. '· 
: 
• : :i/ j/t-~· 
.. 
waveguide, w1 th the dielectric slabs hashed, , in a rect-
angular coomordinate system. Z is the dire'ct1·on of propaga-
tion or the fields in the waveguide, X is the direction of ·.\... 
. . 
the broad dim~nsi~n of the waveg~de, and Y the di~on of 
, 
the height, h; a, b, .c, and d are waveguide dim.ensio_ns along 
. :• 
A -~;>,,J,~,,~/. /,' 
the X-axis; q, p, and r ·a~e the propagation eigenvalues in. 
,· 
the three re·gions as shown on ~the diagram. All. parameters · 
will be normalized to obtain results,~ which are independent 
. 
. ot a particular choice of frequency and waveguide size • 
' ,. 
The equations are quite complex, ·and in the ~eneral .· 
- ' ( . 
,·~t ._ca~e can _only: be so_~ve~ numeri~all~. Thus, the- results 
.:-- -
. . ..;' 
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obtained in this chapter are merely preliminary operations 
necess~ry to program the digit~! ·computer. .However, some 
·meaningful conclusions can·be drawn from these equations; 




2. BASIC THEORY __ 
\ 
The electric field distribution within the uniform 
waveguide is assumed to have a.solution·of the .form 
E: Eo (x, )')~ (jwt-~1.) 
. ,' 
where ~ is the propagation constant. With thiS!ffi :field~ vari-
. 
ance , f-t = j w and f J.: - j 'f •. ,, For the TB waves , 
equation takes the form·~of " 
2. ..... ib l. V~yE.~-(t-t0 )E (2a) 
·-
or (.'J.i;y 2a.Ey -
2. >? + 2 y '2. + E, y ( 1"1.- fo1.) = 0 (2b) 
where t 0 is the unbounded space propagation constant. 
The method of solving this equation for the electric 
tie°!~ displacements will be the p7:oduct solution method:.\ In 
.-::;.: ____ ... 
solving this, the walls will be assumed to be lossless and -
' ~~ 
. . 
all dimensions will be divided by the waveguide width, a. 
f 0 1s the permittivity of free space and f, and £a.are the 
\ 
relative dielectric constants of the dielectric slabs. 
BcField . 
'):>• .... , . ' .•• 
. . 
. -
Holtz•s equation is valid: 
In each or the three sections of the- waveguide, · Helm-
·-·\ - . . . 
"'- - - ' 
. . i' .. 
"· 
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V~y ~ =·- [ t,_ -t f: (x) 'to1. ]E (3) . 
· where f is der·1ned in the tollowing way: . · • • •.: ... ~11. 
· £, 0 6 X f. ~ > .. ,;; . . 
f(x)= I. !!.f.x 4 b+c. 
a a 
C . b +c. L . I.. --,-- ~ y.c.,. 2 Q -- X - (4) 
The following· forms for the ~lectric tield will be 
' 
sufticient to match all the boundary conditions. 
In Region I: E y'= A 51 N Bx'~ \...... C5'a) 
' I II 
In ~gion II: · E y: B SIN Bx 'x + C cos 8>' X C5b) 
In Region III: E y = Dsni'I Bx'" ( I - x) · · /~" C5'c) 
These assumed solutions w1·11 describe all Tino modes. The 
electric field for all modes goes~, to zero· at x0 0 and x-1. 
For the non-displaced waves, the.re will be (n-1) zero points 
-
. tor the Dno mode, with. the mode patter~ being de~cribed by 
by the transverse propagation constants ((3x). 
) NC>w referring ~a~k to the eq:uations in line 5', and 
bearing in mind· that t' e::: W aiJ.J..D fo the transverse propaga-
. . 
tion constants (8.x} can be solved for. · Taking ;Region I, and, 
substituting the ass11med .so~ution into the Helmholtz equation, 
., . 
.. , r. . ... 
' . ' . . .. 
.. ' .. 
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In a simi~~r manner, the other two transverse propagation 





As will be evident later, Jit is also advantageous to normalize 
these propagation constants: 
Bx I .!L J<ts - b/a -- -
Bx II _e_ ,, Mp - ·-..... -c/a / ,:_ . a . -e--' 
B,c Ill = ....t.. Nr --d/a 
Thus rewriti~g equations 7a, 'lb, and 7c, 
gation constap.ts are expressed as: 
\ 
( J i)2.: f 2 + W2A.A. f I f O ', 
2 '2.. ' ( Mp) = t 1 + w .u. f o · 
















By use or the Maxwellian cu-rl equations, the magnetic 
-
. 
field can be related to the electric f'iel.d from . 
' . 
. VxE:.;.jw.uH 
./ Vx H: jw f E. , 
.,,; ··' 
. 
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where f : -~ is assuined. Bf e_liminating Hx 1n equations ~ 0 . ~ ' 
- .~ ,. 
-(12 and (13), the,~ Yc.)component or the electric fie;J_d is ob-
tained in terms or the Z components or the electric and mag-
, -
netic fields as shown in equation (14). 
, 
I . . . 
E [ _.,E:z.-..· .&Ji:LJ··.-, 'I = 't' ,.,.. s(x) t! - 'lJ' Z y J w.u. ,:_x (14) 
But' for the T~ mmodes' Ez.:: 2 Ez. = 0 ' which allows the \__ 1.y, . 
t~llowill.g simplificat_ion to be 'made: 
(15) 
From this equation the magnetic field is easily solved for as 
expressed below: 
.... ' 
Substituting the elec~ric field int-·o equation (16) -leads to _ 
the following results: 
... 
. -
Hi~ -j t~~ r01 f A SIN Bx1x d~x ~- '· 
. ca,·> A - • · 




: +j Bx 1Ac.os Bx'x ···---· ' '\. 
.-.... 
. ·. t ~ .. . 
_ _ : -t jw.u. A!'-' to~ Jctsx 
:.---: .-
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In exactly ~he :same way, the other Hz -· co~ponents · are to,mcJ. 
. 
' These are all summarizedJ below: . , 
In Region I: H2. = j ~.u. J 'If #\ to5 J 'If x , (17a) 
In Region II: - H~: j ~At.. Mp [ Bcos Mpx-CSIN Mp,il c1 'lb> 
In RegiOn III: H'! =j ~.u Nr [ Oc.oo Ntr(I-)()] (17c) 
Bo11ndary Conditions and Evaluation or Cons1t~nts 
Boundary cond-itions for·~ the electric· and magnetic fields 
must be satisfied at __ the region interfaces. These boundary 
.I 
conditions are stated as: 
ETang • Ey is continous 















AJ"~cos't:: MpCBc.os,p-C.s1N~PJ Cl9c) 
· _ H1 = H~ at .x-=- -:r' +M..L 
- ~ ~3 ' 
. Mp°CBt05 ~;JP- C.s1M ~ 7p),:-tJr[O~N(1-~}19d) 
' . 
The following constants are B intr.Qduced to set · a normal-
' .. 
~ -
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• 
izing amplitude restraint and to simplify the boundary .,..-:· . 
. . . -
concii tions : . 
. A-= I 
<P=t·P 
~ = M+J"p 




d = Jq. 
Mp 
ec* 







(25d) and must be solved in ·order to evaluate the constants 
, B, c, and·D. 
J 
B _s1N ~ + Cc.os ti>~ 51tJCfr 
., 8S1N'f + Cc.Os't' ~ OS1Nt=O 
8 cos q> - C 5 8 N q, .= 6 C.05 q,. .. 






Emp1oying equations .(25a) and (25c), B and .c can be -solved 
. - -
tor directly by using Cramer's rule. Taking B first: 
,.,;. 
----- . . 
51 N <\' 
B = cf cos ctr 
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. 8 = - SI~ (lf fll N t -"cc::, <If "OS f · 




B = SIN <ts SIN. 1-Jco~ri c.os~ -.i.· . :~_; ·: . . _.:. •. -
-- .. ~ . 
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· . a·: 
. .. r-\ . • 
Next taking C: 
5l N 4> S1tJ Cfr 
C.05 <J> 6, C,05 9s 
I 
'\. 
C = 6 s, N 4> cos fk - 5UJ '«cosd> 
. , ,- . - . ' 
.r 
,,J:,·; 










C = 5 1 tJ q,. cos <I> - 6 s arJ ~ c.o5 C(s- ' ~ (27) · 




-··\.... ... ~ 
o:: B s1Nf -t Cc.osf 
- S1 ~ t 




In substituting Band C: 
., 
D = 51 N cg c.o5('1'-;) +~c.05q; 51 w ( 'l'. -d>) . 
' . . SIN l/' I • 





Using the first expression ror D, _the constants can be · s11mma-
. rized as such: 
A= I 
... 8 = 'SIN Cfs 51 tJ 4> -t cf C.05 ~ C0_5 <\, -
C =. 51N 'ti ~o~ + -6co6"~ suJ ~ · -
D:: s, ~ % cos ( "l'-(b)~ b cos r c.o~ ('f -4?) 
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lquating the -two expressions tor D results in a· transcendental 
- . 
eqm,ition to determine "t and consequently P, q, and r, as will 
be worked out after the· ·next paragraph. 
'\._ p . 
·1yalµ.a
1
tion of the Electric F'ield Components 
To obtain the actual values of the el;ictric field vari~ 
.... 
. J 
·ation in !__t~ normalized r~rm, it is only necessary to substitute 
(" 
the previously evaluated constants into the field equations • 
. 
If the constants in equation 1 (32) are substituted into (5) and 
a few simple trigonometric relations a~d substitutions per-
formed, the result~ are obtained. t 
. ......__-=-- - - - ,/ 
... 
In Region I: E ~ ~ . 51 N J <fr x (33a) 
In Region II: 
- --- In Regiott III: 
One requirement _of these field equations was that they 
•ust be continuous across the region boundaries. Verification 
of this is easily obtained by substituting· the boundary con-:. . 




provides the following results: r·, 
- .. 
A+ x=O: Ey,: 51N J~(O)=O .. ·· . 
At ><= Y: Ey, =- SIN J''\i ( })= SfN\ . 
.... 
. Ey11 = 5tN<gCOS ~ P(J·}-1)+ t C.05\51~f P(J'·J~1)=-S1t.1t 
M+:r .L M · - / ~ ( f'I At )(=-.Mr = 1-N: E~n: 51N'lf c.osyP~: ~·:-•), ~, COS\ 61Nj p r• .f'l+:-9 
, · · · - SIN'lc.Of,p+ ~ c..o&'(r Sl.,,p .. .· __ 
--- · .. ~,·.-·-- £y1·11 ~- ~·~ N r~!~(~ -.iill0 ( 5111i- c.o; p •,~ C05<tf s. 1w p) 
-~ . .. = :;tU\IJ~ c.~ p ~.~ ·c.os ,r's1rJ p _ .. 
- -- . \. . _. . . 
At' ,c .-:i l: Ey, .. 11 SIN Nr t.1-1] [S7N\ <;O$pi-~ c.o~'k S1N p J • o · · 
- . . SIN r _ r~ . . 
. . . ,, . . ' . -' ' . ~. ' > 
---- . 
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20. 
---· . 
' . . ), 
. ! ) All boundary condi tio~s are then satisfied. ~ This adds 
. I ..,.. ('-
~ . . 
one check of validity to the equations. The actual sh~pe ot 
the field·will, of course, depend on the values or··q, P, and 
Ill 
r. 
Determination of. the Pr.opagation Constant 




still remain to be found. Three relations already link 
-~hese variables in the form of ~.quations (9a), (9b), and 
- C (9c). ·. One more relation must be found~ This is -available 
in the form of the mentioned transcendental equation. 
~ . 
E·quating equations (30)- and (31) one obtains: 
... 
•. 
. ~ . . ~~. 
SIN ,cos ( 'f-<J>) +cf~()$ %Si~('t-@: ~' N <w SIN ('r- c))-Jc.o~ % cos(,-4>) 
, ~AL\f if e c.osf ~ 
51N t : SIN (b C@~ ( 'V-d)) -t tf C.OS '\ $iN ( '¥ - ~) 
e c.os 8' s , t.J er s u\J ( \V- ~ > - J cos ~ c.os < ~ -4>) . 
J_T~N · ~~TAN '¥= .. 3 
--r-FIOJ t = e (TAN iTA~('f'-«\))- ---
.. 




bTANt-TAN~TANiTAtJ(f-cf>) ~-8TANt- eJTAN('t'-8) 
or· ~ 
.. 
. TAtJ •. _ sf [TAIJ~+8J::AW('1'-Ci))1 
·. '\r C8-TAN~TAtJ{'t'-4>)1 
Realizing that when expanded v .•· 
.. 'fl- <I): p 
lr1i· · {t· . . 
. ~ .. 
and 
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the transcendental eq~tion takes_ 1t·s · final form 
where 
and 
. TAijt= -J-[TAN r -t 8TAt.J p) 
[0-TAN r TJ\I\IP] 
cf:: j% 
Mp 





Equations -(9a), (9b), (9c), and (34) now determine the 
propagation c~onstant 't , and the propagation eigenvalues -
-, 
; ·v· 
q, P, and r. It i's obivious that the solution or these 
equations is quite difficult, and the only practical method 
j 
· tor obtaining satisfactory results is through,the use of ·a 
computer; 
• 
As-an aid, the concept o~ the normalized frequency will 
>!t be introduced here. The normali-zation is acco~plished through _ 
the r ormula: 
. . Emp107ing K, the propagation constant becomes: 
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Inspection or these equations immediate!~ suggests~a 
- . 
. . \ 
relation between the propagation ~~genvalues .• ~ BY, simple 
algebraic mani:pulations, one obtains the -relations: 
·r, "14 Vcrq,)~- K:L(f, -1) · 
r ; ~ -J ( Jq,)1.-1<1 ( t, - f 1) 
/ 
(38a) 
______ ... _ 
,_, ... ', t. 
(38b) 
~ 
- .. '."'---·, 
. ~ 
Cutoff· Fre guencY , 
! ''i 
~. ' 
The cutoff frequency is defined as that frequency at 
which 'f goes to zero. Making use of -this in equations (7a) ~ 
('lb), a~d (7c) provides a new set of simplified equations: 
Ji= LU~ J.u. 0 £, E.o . ,,. 








N r ::. We. J .M..o f..2 f.o "' 
Defining Fe.: ~~ J~~ f 0 as the normalize<l""'cutoff frequency, 









Mp~ Fe. ::\ (l+Ob) 
·'· 
Nr ::. F '- J f 1 ,. - · (4oc) 
Since cutoff implies X' =O, ~~e is one less variable 
' 
to be solved'for, and the transcend~ntai' equ~tion which must 
. be ·solved· is greatly reduce·d. 
., . 
I"'. 0~ • \ ..:: . 
.. (lt-1) 
I 
-- . - . 
·-· ... 
. . .4. 
·- <f' 
' ....... : .," . . . .. 
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' The cutoff frequency is a valuatile parame.ter to lmow as 
/-Y---~ . . . ' '~ '' . . ~ 




propagate 1 the electromagnetic wave. From the equations just 
derived it is cle;~~~li, ___ evident that this minimum frequency is 'J·(..f·· 
• 
dependent on just .two waveguide paramet~-~~s_for any {given mode·, 
. / . .• • •. ..! ' the dielectric .constant and width. or··,---course' if the wave-
\ 
y guide configuration is non~symm.etri~ there are two dielectric 
.. 
isli c4onstants and dielectfic ~idths to be consid_~red. 
_( r ~ 
/ 
r--- =-
3. ·s OMMARY 
.. 
" At this point it would be advantageous to SlJJJIDarize 
what has been obtained to this point. This is done in Figure If.. ! 
_., In this figure, -th·e wave guide has _ been redrawn, and written 
below the diagram is the- HeJm~oltz. ~quation which se.rved as / 
the starting point for this ~derivation. ( Next in tp.e figure is 
the set of field_equations which describe the wave configuration ,, 
' 
in the guide. Following this is the equations. which must be 
solved for the_ propagation eigenvalues. Finally, the ·equations 
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ous arid -time consuming ato solve without the aid' of a(-computer. 
-t· 
... ~~-. '. For eaeh -waveguide configuration · and mode ,the tran!ce¢enta]. . 
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f __ These ·,eigenvalues-must then be substi~uted back into the 'field,, I • 
a 
'·---
~quati~~ arid these equations solved point by point- to Qbtain 
• & 
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F1 &URE 4 .._ 
SUMMI\RV OF, IMPOATl\·N'T; RE5lJLTS FQR WAVEGUl~E5 ' . 
,1'..'.' • . LOADED W1TH Two D1eLecTRIC 5 Lf\BS 
, I • 
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"' 
the field structure. This was· done with the aid or the GE225 
I 
. ' 
·- compute~ and the results ta~~ated,. as- ·explained more ru.111 
... 
in Chapter V. 
- . ' 
A brief qualitative explanation can be made however by 
observing the results of the derivations. _It was pointed out 
. ~ 
'"' 
before6 that there is a crftical freqency where the electr~c 
.-,,, ....... ._ . 
tield begins to displace.itself into the dielectric. When 
\ 
.. 1-• ~ l . / 
this occ.urs the field in the air region starts to go to .. zero, 
witil at the limit the field is completely displaced in the 





region. For this to occ~"- the transverse propagation con-
.. , 
s-tant in the air region must progress from ·a positive value 
- """' to zero at the critical frequency an~ then go-imaginary as · 
the field progresse~ to zero. This reasoning follows rrom a 
.. 
study_ or equations ·(33a), (33b), (33c), (38a), and (39a) • 
rr the field is going to displace intc the d_ielectric, the . 
field in region I must always be sinusoidal, and thus ·q must 
• 
always be real and positive. From equation (38a), if we let 
F = K >- ( f. - I ) , one observes there is a point where .. F = J' q,. 
and p=O. rr F is less than Jq, p is real and positive while 
' ~ ... ..____ 
F is greater than Jq, p becomes :imaginary. If p is posltive, 
· (33b) implies·· that the electric field is sinusoidal and little 
affected by the dielectric. However when q,. = w ~o f,.14. (f.,1.- 1) / I __ 
( 01'" F = Ji) ., the . electric field in the ~ir b;comes a c~n- · 
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of the air region. Now when·F is greateroth~- Jq and p 
.. turns imaginary, equation (33b). becomes: 
E YD: =- SlN \ C.05 \1 y P (J"~- l) -t ~~ C.05 9J' 51 N \i 'r-P (:rX- 1) (42) 
As seen the fie+d involves the sum of a hyperbolic~ cosine term 
r! • 
and a hyperbolic sine term. For small arguments C. 'j" p Cf,<- 1)] 
, 
the sinh term predominates and for large arguments the cosh 
"' 
term predominates. This sum involves, moreover, the sum of,. 
' 
· ·two exponentials which will give.a concave shape to the field, 
b 
,._: ' 
the concavity becoming more·"'"·pronounced as F becomes larger 
than Jq•. Due to the approximate symmetry involved the field, 
' ;.~ 
in region III will be s:fm1lar to that in region I·, and won't 
need to be discussed._ 
~ In Figure , , is shown an assumed field ·plot. For lOW · 
.... 
t1equencies, the dielectrics should not distort the field.~ 
At high frequencies, the field will be displaced. This 
figure is o:µly qualitative. Accurate field plots require 
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The transcendental equation (39) and its solutions can ,4 
-be graphically obtained by plo·tting the left and the right 
hand side separate_ly and finding the intersections. This - · 
1,s done in Figure 6 for the par~icular . case ot both ~ielec-
_.,. 
· tric widths being equal to 0.1 and an F-ractor of 50,[F= K'l.{f.-,l)]. 
- . 
The Xmaxis is marked off in terms of q, th~ propagation 
eigenvalue for the dielectric region •. The hashed curve is 
- " 
~>" 
the tan q curve· while the solid curve represents the in-. 
' 
volved side or . t_he transcendental equation. Multiple 
intersections. of the two curves can be observed. Each 
·. successive intersection represents the eigenvalues for each 
successive TEno mode as noted qn the fig:ure. 
Figure _7 represents a plot of the· same equation, except. 
with an F~ractor of 4-0o. It is seen that the intersection 
for the TE10 mode is at a point where tan q is negative. A 
-
very. int~resting comparison c~ be made ~tween Figures 6 and 
7 because of this poin~. A computer analysis show~ that tor 
'F • 5'0, p is real, while ror·,· F = 4oo, p is imaginary. A 
. - . 
. more'' detailed ·computer analysis brings out that tan 'q appar-
\ 
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· the symmetric case. Each: successive discontinuity ot tan q 
.•; 
'" '! ' ' ' ,• ' 
. 
appears to·, be , where p 1mdergoes a .. trans! tion, from real ·to 
., . ') . . ' 
~magi~ry for that particular mode. . Utilizing this·· informa-
···-
.) 




• When . q is approximately equal to i . equation (38a) 
. r 
becomes: 
However, p=o tor the critical freqency for the ~10 mod~ •. 
.... 




By a similar analysis the· critical frequency for any Dno 
~ -·· 
-mode is: 
\ . ~ 
. By substituting 2~" for w, another-interesting ob-
servation is made. There is a direct relationship between 
i' 
the dielectric width, dielectric. constant, and wavelength. 
. ' 
When 'the product of the dielectric width and,- square root 
< 
~ .. oft the .. dielectric constant minus one is equal to a quarter 
wavelength, the field will begin to displac~. 
(Jt.-·1) = 11A. 
J 4 
Equation(~,> could serve as an important design relation. 
. .. ~ , 
This shows the criterion for the slab width, which mus·t be 
tollowed'r to obtai~ displacement· of the signal. , . 
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O~e : point, ·however, is that TE10 arid TE20 have approx-
. ' , 
· ... 1mately- the ·same transition point. and simila~ly for TE30 and. 
· Dlt(). In _fact comput~r analysis· sh~s .. that a·ny even mode has 
"'· ;,, _;t-&· '··-
approximately · the same critical point as its_preceding odd 
mode. This one qualification must be · remembel!-ed in using 
equations (41+) .and (45) • 
r.or TE30 . and TE1+o, etc. 
tn 





When the tra~sce~dental equations are solved, it 1~ 
- ' , ...... 
· possible t_o plot the desired field patterns·. This has been 




t~tal width. Fig~es 8 through :10 show some -characteristic ~ 
.· ~ ~ . 
-field patterns'for~the TE10, TE20, and TE30 modes. 
Investigating the TE10 mod~_in Figure 8, · the expected 
field dis-t'ributions are tound. The parameter by which the 
' ' 
curves are distinguished is what w~ll be called the F-factor. 
. ...,-
~ ~ ·. 
This parameter is equal to w . f e Ako {E. -1) • Using this 
parameter allows both the effects. of frequency and _dielec-
J 
tric constant to be investigate~ ~lmuJtaneously. 
A close study indicates that at ~ow frequencies or low ~ 
·, dielectric constants the tield exhibits a sinµsoidal y-depend-
, ence.. In this region,· p is real, allowing ·the conclusion t? 
be drawn that a real p means a sinusoidal y-dependei:ic·e in the 
-
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. - ' . . loading· is ·strong, p turns -imaginary and the fields in th~ 
(! 
air _space· decay quick]Jr. accord_ing to the hyperbolic sine 
-and cosine (unctions expressed in equat-ion (46). 
Ey=S1N~cOsh ~p(Tx-1)-.~ c.osis1t-th~p(Jx-1) (46) 
-When p is_ imaginary ar;id sufficiently large, there is practi-







, r:t ., ·, 
i.e. F=1,oo. In fact, in the air regi~n the electric field 
.has become zero·at all points._ 
The transition ,point is probably. the most important 
... ,,,,,._ 





Substitqting (43) into the expression for the F-tactor allows 
· the critical F-f'actor to be obtained. 
\, 





·F c.r ~ 4 D z. = 
. I (48) 
'."! 
Solving (48) for n1• 0.1, produces a critical F-factor of 2~7, 
closely correlating to the computer results. A most interest-
I ' 
··1ng result is brought 1· out at this point. Whereas the critical 
'! 
frequency is depende:q.t 'on both the dielectric width and 
',;ii> 
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dielectric.width. This would indicate that equafion (45) 
· · could be ·an important design relation·.,. To obtain a .constant .. 
electric field, only ~he ·relativ.e w~dtl1 of the slabs to the 
long waveguide dimension need ·be accounted for •. or course, 
... 
~-~ ·is realized fr~quency and dielectric constant are· in-
~ ~ . 
. herent in F; but taking their product as a constant leaves 
, only one variable. · 
The other interesting field pattern ~ Figure 8 is tor 
' 
F equal to 1500. This is where the electric f~eld is almost 
· to'f?ally displaced. Total displacement is slightly harder to 
predict than· the transition point, but a general rule of 
thumb born out of compu~er results is ·that for an F-factor 
six times as large as the critical F-tactor almost totaldis-





Equation (1+6) would see~ to be an .important de-sign relation 




theory. of almost 'total displacement. · 
In Figure 9, a few field patterns for the TE20 mode 
are drawn. Although the field shapes are different (i.e. 
characteristic of the TE20 modes) a similar sequence is······· ...... 
tollowed as the F-factor is varied. For F below Fer (which 
is approximately 2?4 in this case.also) pis real and above 
Fer pis imaginary. Mo~eover, again 
\: 
- ., 
a sinusoidal variance 
.. 
~· ... , -~·-· -- -·~~·,.,_.-~·-
.. ' ·, 
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.". #. . 
-~ is obtained tor · a real J). and -a hyper~ic variance tor p 
.. .:: 
. .• . .. ~ ' 
~' . 
imaginary. If Fis 0 made large enough, the electric field 
in the air space will again go to zero • 
... Finally, a few field patterns for the TE30mode are 
" 
•, 
drawn in Figure 10.. The· same sequence is qftce again 
f'ollowed for the F-f actor·s. However, the F-var iance 1~· now 
f quite slower. It'·,takes a much higher value of F for the 
·critical frequency to be reached. The criti.cal frequency 
appears to be equal to: 
'J. J 2 'J.. 
... 
F n 11 -,.~ 4 (47) 
Where n=3. ir Fis increased to a sufficiently large value 
(i.e. F=6Fcr), the field once again se~ms to disappear in 
. the air region. ' 
" 
.. Primarily to s·how the __ ef~ects of larger slab thick-
--~ 
--
nesses, Figures 11 and l2 have been co:istructed. The point 
of' interest here 1s· that with widening the slab thicknesses 
'" (in this case, D1=0.4) the transition point occurs at lower 
values of F. Wider slab thicknesses probably have little 
practical use, but is interesting to observe the effects or, 
the; dielectric slab widths. 
-To allow a rapid determination of the critical fre-
quencies for various slab widths and modes Figure 13 has. 
been constructed. This graph plots the critical F-factor 
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- ~~-3·. GRAPHICAL_~UBULlTION -OF THE· TRANSVEBSE.~.,~PROPAGATION 
: CONSTANTS 
To enable rapid field computations,· without having -to 
. 
~ 
solve the trans.cendental equation, the transcendental equa-
tion has been solved for the TEio, '.ffl20, TE30, and TE4o , 
' ' 
· modes for the relative dielectric widths of Ool, 0.2, 0.3 and 
O.I+. Figures 14, ·1,, 16, and l? contain the ,, .. propagation 
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. 
the same graph (remember {l,r.' = j 'r and f, x 111 = N t- ) • On the 
abscissa is plotted the F-factor (F = Wa.A.1..0 f 0 (f.-t)] and on 
the ordinate the transverse propagation constant. The third 
variable is the relative dielectric width which is the para-
-I 
meter which distinguishes the curves. At the critical,. 
. 
-
frequenc1, Jq equals th~ square ro~t of th~ F-£actor, allow-
ing one to be able to find the critical frequency from these 
curves. 
.,,,.,- . 
The -crit~cal point can be _found easily if Figures 18, 
19, 20, and 21 are studied. These figures contain the graphs 
for the transverse propagation-constants in the air r~gion. 
The tol'Dlat tor these graphs is identical to the previous 
tour graphs except the ordinate now expresses /3 )C II or Mp . 
. . 
' 
-The variance of pas a function or the F-factor is easily 
; 
/t ·_1:,. I 
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observable on the.~e graphs •. Below -the critical or transition 
tJI -
' 
point Mp is real. As~ is increased Mp decreas~s to zero, 
".). 
becoming zero at-_F er• Above Fer, p becomes i_m_aginary and 
increases rapidly with F •. -. . .... 
When the graphs for Mp are compared with those tor Jq 
..,.-.---, 
and Nr, it is observed th~t-the latter are always real and 
increase with ~, having their greatest increasefwi th F' below 
· Fer• In ~fact, for larger slab thicknesses Jq and Nr almost 
'become constants above Fer, being equal-to the square root f 
. or Fer• · 
-
' - -
lt-. GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION FOR THE CUTOF'F FREQUENCY 
iS 
The final graphical analysis undertaken was to obtain 
the cutoff frequency as a function or the dielectric con-
stant and· slab thickness. Once again the transcendental 
equation had to be solved for each point. The results ot 
this are expressed in Figures 22, 23·, 21+, and 25. The cut-
off frequencies for the ~10, TE20, TE30, and TE4o modes_ 
have been graphed. The abscissa this time is the dielectric 
i. 
constant and the ordinate,· the ·normalized frequency ( w J40 f.o ). 
. 
The· remaining parameter, slab thickness, is again used to 
distinguish the curves for each mode. 
~ 
For the most part, this last set of graphs is fairly 
self-explanatory. 
.,....------
For smal1 values or·-aielectric constants 
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ot dielectric constants, t~e cutoff frequency almost be-
comes a constant itself. Moreover, the slab thickgess 
• seems to play an important part, in.that increasing the slab 
width, decreases the cutoff frequency. 
-
. 
· This concludes the graphical and computer analysis of 
the symmetrically con~tr~cted waveguide. Such a waveguide ~ 
J could find many use-s, espe~isl;llY in the area of tilter 
_design. H_opefully these computer results could be helpful 
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·. ·CHAPTER V 
· GRAPHICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING SIMMETRICA_LLY·-
CONSTRUCTED WAVEGUIDES 
/' 




The symmetric configuration or the waveguide (i.e. j= N 
and f, = E& ) seems to be the most useful case or t~e wave-
uide- configurations which could be con~tructed. When the 
ymmetric case is analyzed, several or the e-quations can be 
reduced. These new reduced equations will-now be investi-
gated • 
. . Starting with the propagation eigenvalues 1n equations 




p= ~ J<ri)~- ~~~f.,-1) 
r = °6 
I 2 





With these new relations the transcendentai equation can be 
D · simplified. Substituting these new restraints into equation 
u 
LI 






·tAN <t5:. -tf [ TAN 5$; +if AN~] . 
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,a. 
T·h1s, however, can be simplifie_d' even farther: 
T-At>l~Cfs (-TA~ p) i" T~N (.;1l) -rr J1 TAN p: 0 
. -
TA tJ t = - 2.cf ± 4 5 + 4 b ~ TAN 1 &} 
- -2 TAN p 
TA t\l (ls ~ cf [ I t 5 EC p] · 




TAN '\ : /J C.OT ,: · ,; • (44a). 
for symmetric modes 
and TI\N <\: -6 TANf (44b) 
for assy1111netric modes. , 
The transcendental equation has thus been greatly sim-
,/ 
plitied. Unfortunately there are now· tw;o i:equations to solve ,,~ . . 
. ~~ . 
instead or one, one for the symmetric modes and one for- the 
assymmetric modes. 
,6'' 1)-l 
golving these, new equations f'or the eigenvalues and 
propagation constant allows the electric field equations to 
be solved for •. The re~uced forms _or these equations are 
listed· below: 
' 
In Region. I: 
J Region Il: 
In Region III: 
Ey = SIN Jix ~ - . (45a) 
Ey = s, N <ls cos j°p(Jx~1)+ t cosis1Jlt(J,c-1)(45b) 
Ey =- S1N l"cts(l-,<)[c.os p-+ tc.o+cts-5iN p)C~5c) 
The equati·on for .. the cutoff frequency is also greatly 
- , ··. ' 
";.---- -... ........ 
, 
simplified ror the symmetric cases Applying ·the restraints 
of equatio~ (40a), (40b), and' (l+Oc) to equation (41) and 
rememb~ring that Jq•Nraul~ilizing_ a,rew trigonometric 
------~ 
I , , 
-------......-•~--,·-- ..... ,....._ .. _, .... ·- .,· ,, ....... --- . 
I 
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_ substi~u:ti~ns, · one obtains equation (lf.6)·:. · ~:' 
- I Fe JE I Fe 
- in TAN J' =- TA~ Z: M (46) 
By specifying any two of the variables in (46) allows the re-
·~· - • ~- _I • 1').aining variable_ to be solved £or. . ,, , . 
• 
2. GRAPHICAL SOLUTION FOR THE PROPAGATION EIGENVALUES 
Utilizing the results of the preceding section,· ·1,t is 
possible to construct the graphs in Figures 26 and 27. These 
graphs allow rapid determination of both the eigenvalues and 
cutoff frequency by a few iterative pr,ocesses employing 
graphical measurements. ~ 
Figure 26 will be explained first. This graph is for 
the eigenvalue determination. Listed in the figure are the 
·important equations involved. Only an explanation involving 
the symmetric modes will be undertaker, as. the assynmetric 
modes follow an identical procedure. If the graphs of 
Chapter IV are available and· the case in questi~on is not 
exactly round on these graphs, lat least a reasonable start-
ing point can be round; ·otherwise, a reasonable guess must 
be ~, for . a starting point in the g~aphical technique. 
Regardless of how the starting point is found the F-tactor 
f 
(F) and dielectric width D2 must be· pre-selected. Knowing 
these, an original guess ro~ pis made. From this guess, G 
., 
and consequently q is round fro~: 
. . .. 
:__. I -= G 2. - F 2. (:. (47). 
' ' &. 1.. 
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· · An explanation or all variables is round 1n the figure. 
With thes.e variables· mown, the angle q can be· plotted 
and tan q measuredo Then th~ angle.<!) can be similarly 
plotted. Now it q is in the first quadrant, merely construct 
cot Cf) as.shown. However, if q is in the second quadrant, 
extend the line marking· off ( f ) t·o the hyperbola and assume 
pis imaginary. In this case measu.re the coth (~). With 
all the variables now known, see if the· rel·ation 
TAN (lr ~ Gc.oT(f) or -G coTh (f) 
·holds. It it doesn•t·, .try another value of p and· start again. 
·within a few·iterations, a satisfactorily .accurate set ot 
~eigenvalues should be obtajned. 
,r>,,l,.,, 3. - GRAPHICAL-SOLUTION FOR THE CUTOFF FREQUENCY 
• A quite similar procedure is used for finding the cutott 
frequency by using the diagram in Figure 27. Again, all of 
~ 
the_ necessary equations. are listed_ next to t}le diagram. 
Here, it is again assumed.that the dielectric width (D2) 
and dielectric constant· ( E) are .known. An initial guess must 
be made ror the normalized cutorr frequency K. Once more, it 
the _graphs of Chapter IV are available, an j~itial guess can 
_ be made; othenrise, a :reasonable guess must just be made. 
,. 
With this value. of K, 8 1 and 82 have to be calculated and 
drawn:· 
.- . ·, _ 
8:a. = K~ 0 1 
__ ) 
.. ' . 
,: '..:'·~ ... ,.1., '.,'-/·''. ,' 
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63. . . 
.. , 
., 
In :finding 8 1 and 8~ , K must be such that 0, is in the 
first qlµldrant and 8:a. in the seaond quadrant~ -If this re-
wuirement is sa~s_fied, measure TAN 8 1 and T1'~- 82,. 
I 
and see if the relation 
. 
. -~ 
·_ -di TAN 8 1 = TAN 8 1 . -' .-i.. . ~,,,...-. ~~ . 
-I"· 
holds. ·Ir it does, K is the correct value of-the normalized 
~utorr frequency. If it doesn't, select a new value of K 
and repeat the process. 
within a 
I . . . 
:rew iterations. 
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1. 
• CHAPBR VI 
~ PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN WAVEGUIDES 
LOADED WITH RESISTIVE AND DIEIECTRIC SLABS 
lBJ:B<DUCT ION 
~ 
The_ theory-~-~d applications of a waveguide loaded with 
. ' ~ 
both resistive and die.1ectr1c medi11rns are discussed. The 
. \ 
waveguide config~ation to be ana_lyzed is sh,pwn in Figure 28. 
... The equations describing this situation will be derived 
~ , .. ~ 
' 
''· ' 
. tor a very g~neral case 1n which the waveg1\1de dimensions are-< 
normalized, and they will include a mathematical tre.atment 
or the field displacement, propagation constant, cutoff 
frequency, and power flow. After the equations are derived, 
various possible applications will be considered. 
2. BASIC THEORY 
' 
. . The electric field distribution is assumed to have a 
' . 
' 
solution or the form: 
( 
.. (J. wt - ~ z.) 
E: E.o(x, y)c 0 (l) 
where· t is the propagat!on constant. For the TE waves, 
~ 
the form of: -
...... 
. . I . 
(2b) 
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· method or solving this equation .tor the electric ·:r1eld dis-
. \) 
.. I • 
placements will be the . product solution method, which will 
... ,--:----be subsequently explained under the derivations. . 
·--
' -('' 
Two ~asic equations to be used will be Maxwell's 










By making the following substitutions, the eqq.~ions can be 
..--
"\_ 
rewritten as ··shown·. The substitutions are: 
- -0: f E 
• 
L ~ 6E. 
2 
.2t : j w 
which give: 










' E I is the relative dielectrif! constant and E. 0 is the dielec-
~ l tric constant of free space. The complex dielectric constant 
J:! f 1 • ~
nl. 
r i,,'1 ~ 
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C •• 0::· tr 36 - . q C: 
e- = wfo • w x Tr ,c f O M (5'8) 
f • E ,. The ra.t.io of and is significant, as it shows the ratio 
·. 
... .-.-
...... , ',• • I~ ,:.,, 
·l ~ ; t" ...... ' . i • . • . ... 
or the conduction current to the displacement current. 
( ,, . 
€_ I 
tr er 
= wE f' = we.. 
. . 0 
~ Conduction Current · 
Displacement Current_ (59) 
• 
By using ·these d~finitions, the resistive medium can be ana-
lyzed simply as a.complex dielectric constant~ 
' 3. ASSUMPTIONS 
· Certain assumptio~s- will be made to simplify the follow-
.. 




a. The walls and dielectric slabs· are ass1uned 
lossless, the only losses present being 1n 
the attentuating slabs. 
b •. T~e·waveguide configuration is complete-ly 
' ~ 
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··1.':\ · ... ; 
·,·-, . .:·:'',-· .. ' ... 
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. . l 
· · (drawn at the point x ~ Q ) -~ 
- -r 
1+. DERIVATIONS 
....... ·, -~ 
68 .· 
• • • 
·•·' 
, ·r ;• ' . 
·, ' . ·,:· ,· ,' . ·., 
~ ' '_, ~. -
In its normalized form, the waveguide will be considered-
.. 
as in Figure 29. No designation as to which sections contain · 
the attentuating medium will be made at this point. All . 
' '·-






v x ~" E ~ - [ r "J. + Kc xJ r 0"2. J E 
'(3) 
where K(x) is the.dielectric constant for the regio~ under 
consideration and cari be complex. Use will be made or the 
symmetry involved to simplify the calculations; and thus for 
the J actual calculations, x will vary from zero t·to one-half, 
remembering, of course, that x goes to unity. 
The equations for the six regions are as follows: 
0 , '- X L. -l 
- - 2., 
I I Ey = Pt SIN 51' X 
lI Ey ; e SIN Bill)( ... Ccos B x-J"x 
I f60) 
(61) 
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. ( . ,, ( . E y. = e, s, tJ B x 11 1 - x) ... C c.os Bx I - x) 
Ey=A51NBx.'(1-x). 
··70 . •• 
(64) 
(65) 
Considering only the first three equations and bearing 
1n mind that '( 0 = w J.AA.o Eo the transverse propagation con-
. stants ({!,,c) ·can be·solved ror. Taking Region I, and sub-
stituting· the assumed solution int~ the Helmholtz equation, 




2.2. E y + 2 -a. E y 1 2. ) 2,cJ. 2y,. + E y( X' ... f, to =O 
. ··1· "2. 
- Bx As, N B'x X + ~ 51 Ne,~· X (t'J.+ f, to) = 0 
·A_SIN B1xx[-B,c' 1+/ 1 + f,to2.J 
B ' 2. v4 'J. l.'2 X : c, + . 
. 0 
\. (66) 
Likewise. the others can be solved for, giving the following 
results: 
--::-· -
.... ~ ~ 42.. ~ ' . 





Bow these transverse propagation.constants can be ·normalized. 
. I 
. ' 
Bx 1 ' r(t')= .Jr · 
_ ex" = s ( ~ ): Ms 
. I: .· 
',' 
.. ·~ . -
> .·•.· .. 13 )( ,11 =- t ( J.c) : Nt . . : 
. .d . ·. 
'. ~' 
. . ' .. _., . ., 
. :.... ''. ' 
L I ', 
' ' • ' : ' '. ·• . ,'.< ., ,< : ' - : ' 
., . , 
... ··. 
• •.,_ '- - '.I,~ •: 




-,.: . ',\· ' 
(68a) 
- (68b) . 
(68c) 
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HzF'ield 
By use or the curl equations discussed earlier, the 
magnetic field can be solved for. The equations are again: 
. ... 
V X E =- -J w .u.. H (69) 
VxH=jwf.E - (70) 




2E2. . H 2 -+ "$: - J W..U. X 
'J . 
-f H,c - 2. Hz.: j wf Ey 
. z: )(. 
where l. ::-t was assumed. Now eliminating Hx gives: 
· Zz . I · 
Ey: 1$'2.+;r.2. [-t lEz + j w..u. 2 Hz] 
0 2'f 2,c 
(71) 
(72) 
f':ol' the TE modes E z. = iE-z. = O , · which allows the rollowing . 
. ~ . . 
·simplification to be made: 
I • . 
Ey : t-a cf.~ [J w..u. 2. Hz.] 
+ 0 2>< 
·--
from this the magnetic field can be easily ob~ained: 
-- . %. ~ 
· H~ = - j 'Ir, io J Ey d x . 
- WM:., - - . 
. 
· If the electric field for the first region is .substituted into 
. . 
this equation the following result is round: 
' . 
. . if ik. t ~ . . 
Hz. ~ -J + @ 5 A Slit a )(1 x d x 
. . uJJ.L . 
. ·· .. 
.. -_ - '- • I "!,. 
. . = .. J 8 x .. _Ar c.os B>< • J< 
- -_ - W.AA:, Sx 
- ---___ :· _ _ • . n __ I 
-_·-----~-···.- • +J· Sx A cos B~ .x -
= +j ~AA.- A_.!1- Cos jrx 
(73) 
I 
. ·:-•,· ....... ', ... _. ~, ........ ~ ···---~--,---.-.,-.. .,... ... 
' ., . ;1 ••. -, 
' - ~~-~r"{,:W-.-,._,;rl'~V.;£.4~~~~'" ...... ...,.,..._".°...,,.-•f'--.-,.---:•·• 
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-· Simi!arly, the other three Hz compo~ents are found. These are 
all s1unmarized· below: 
' 
I • I -Ha = J w.A.t. A J"r cos J"r .x (7lf.a) 
n H2 = j i:,.AA. Ms [ B cos Ms~ - Cs,N M5x] (74b) 
• 
. I 
~m Nt [ Otos Nt~ - E 51N Ntx] (74c) Hz. = j W.AA. 
J 
-
The equations for both the electric and magnetic fields must 
be continuous at the region interfaces. This leads to the 
following equations: 
. . . 
E '1, ~ E y2. ~t x = f 
t\SIN r= 651N !!1. 5 + Cco5!15 
. -J. J '(75) 
.• 
E. E t I I 
_ '1>-: -y3 a >C = ~-- -t M 
. 
. 
. +r -5 suJ M ·. s + Ccos M+ Ts: Ds1N M~• Nt-+ Eco5 M+:r Nt (76) 
· J :r · M'J' MJ 
H"9 - H at· " = ~ .. , l.1, ,. IJ 
A:rrcosr = Ms [Bc.05J5 -CS1tJ J& J 
•\ 
H. : Ha at x = l. -t .L 2.. J .J9 - M . 
.... 
Ms [ 6 co~ ~,tl" 5-C 511'9 ft\;.TJ= tJt [Oc.os ~: tJt -E~IN Mp.ff Nt] (78) 
Introducing the· following constants and settiI?,g A equal to one, 
these bo~mdary condition equations can be simplified: 
,,,. 
\ . 
. '' . . .• . ~-
. i· • ·~ ', . ~ .·• '.) ::· :, . ·, .1, 
A\: .t:t. 5 
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·:'t'' ' ·\·,. , 
' • :1 r 
- .' • 
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I' '.,- . , ·~ 
.. · . . .· ,. 
~: -~ . . , .. • ... 
. ·, 
---~---.,.:,~.---·-.. -·:c··:··~:··'--.. -.·.·'.--:'··,··;' '.' ··•·,o··-·.;··· ·,··-'.·--·-· ---······.~ ••;···,·,·~·-~.,-,,:,-.-:--~""':!~~;~,iMtf1~~,+::;.·,.'::~...,:;:;..i~ •·•;•· , .. ; <·· .. ·· .. · .·... . '" l.~·= -- I , , --i ,,., ·' ~'·"'''" ' .. ··-·· ' .. - -~·•• -
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T·hese simpfified equations are listed below. · It is this set 
of equations which must be solved to evaluate the constants 
B, c, D, and E. 
B 51N cl> ... C.co5 4> = 5nJ r 
.. 
a C.05 <P - C s I ~ <I> '= 6t.o5 r ~ 





It is observed that equations (84a) and (84c)· are in 
( 
terms of B and C only.. Multiplying (84a) by 51 N ~ and (84c) 
by CO& <I> , the following is obtained: 
.. Bs1tJ1-c\),.. Ccoc.;<1>suJ<I, = 51tJr s1tJ<\, 
B cos '2. 4> - C c.o~ ~ s U N cf> =- <f. cos r cos cl> 
By adding these two equations together, B is iDDDediatel.y solved 
tor. 
,, .B(51N'J.~r+c.os1-tb) = s1tJ r 51N cf, ... .f-~ofl r cos 4> 
J;tealizing that (s1~,.d> + c.os~cl> ) is equal to unity, B is 
. . 
· ..·. - obtained in its simplified :form as: 
' . " " 
. ' . "' 
\ 
...... 
i ... " 
- •" t· .. 
' ,, 
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a j ! f: 
1 ti · 
;_ ,.-1,, 
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f; ' ' 
' (8;) 
· --c can be·· solved for in a similar manner. By multiplying 
(811-a) by COS+ and (84~) by 51N ~ , . the equations shown be1ow 
--.. ,..,,,~::,;~;".\ .... ---~ are obtained·: 
,. . . 
B 51N 4> cos 4> ... tc.os e = 51 tJ r c.os <I> " 
B s I N · 4> ~05 <\> - c . ~ , tJ '!. e =- fr cos r s I w <t> 
If_ the second equation is su~tracted from the first, 
. ~ 1. 
_ and the previously used trigonometric 1dent·1ty [ 51tJ 4>-t C05 4> = \] 
is utilized, C _is. ·obtained. · 
(86) 
-~ T·o ·evaluate D and E, it is only necessary to ~se equa-
• 
tions (Sl+b) and (84d) •. If the relations for B and·c are 
substituted into these equations and a rew trigonometric 
identities ·employed, ·a revised set of equations are obtained: 
.o SIN f +Eco~ 't • 51tJ r- c.()5 ( 'l'-q>) + J c.os r 5 Ill ('t' -4>) 
o • 
I, 
• - J_ . . - I tS- • 
D C.O!;r- E SIN 't • e 51N r 51N ('l' ~ 4>) + 8 C.05 r C05 ( 't' - d>) 
) 
·( 
_ D can be obtained by multipling the first equation by. 
. 
. 
~ ltJ t and the second by c.osf. and adding the two equations • 
. This · yields : 
D=-i [ 51 N r (-e s1 N ic.Os (\fl -<I>) 






. ,; ... \:." 
. ' ' _.' :· . -
. . .... ;: .. 
.. ·. + C05 tf 5! N ('Y = ¢>)) +f cosr (e SIN J' .slN("l'-<I>) ... 
. . "' . 
·. · - .(.0~ tf t05 ( 'ii -4>) )] . 
. . . . 
.·. ~- Realizing that .. 'I'-<\> =- 5 ' .- >_./ .· .. ' 
' . ~-
. ' . 
. .-··" .. ' 
. ' . ' 
(8'7) .··• 
. /, . 
. - ' 
I 
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' -,/·. '>'\ 
\ . 
·1•1 • - < • • :i:'.,. H~ '.. r _;'-·· ,·~ • d ·· '·I ._..J;- "j. • 1 ··°' 1 ' _; ,t. • 
11, '{ . ~ . . - . ; . ·. . . . . 
. ~ . 1,. 
- .... 
. . ' II. 
. . 
,· I -' 
. D = 51 N r ( S 1tJ t cos 5 - ~ C.05 'f :=, 11\J s) . 
'\. · -t '5' COO r' ( 1j C.05 lf C. 0 5 S - .!, I N "/ 5 I tJ S) (88) .. 
j L) . . Finally E can be solved .foro Taking the revised forms 
I [j . '~- C. of (8l+b) and (84d) and multiplying the first by co~ 't and . 
. the second by 51 N ~ and subtractin~ the second from the first, .. . . 
· the f ollowi~ is obtained: 
,. ;, \" ~;.. .-, -\·\,- ~ 
+ SIN 't s IN ('I'- 4>))- J., C.O& r ( a c.os t SIN ( '11~(\)) 
- 51 N t c.os (li'- <b) 
U. J . 1 . or E-: 51N r (co5·f c.oss + lJ 51N t SrN 5) 
+ <f C.05 r ( C.05 r SI tJ S - ~ 5 I ._i f C.os S) (89} · 
.. This concludes the evaluation or the constants·. These con-
LJ stants are summ9rized below: 
0 
·'u·.., 






. r .. ]: tJ 
u 
u 
·~ i • "' ••• 
. •. '. . ·. .... .:; .'"'-
.· _;. . .· . 
. • t . 
~--. 
B-:: SrtJ r 511'1 <I> -4, t cos r co5 (\> 
C, = S 11\1 r cos 4> - & 5, N <p c.os r 
..... D = &1tJ r ( .snJ tcos s- ~ co5ts1~ 5) 
. 
. 
. .· + IJ COS r ( 1j Co ~ li' C05 5 - 51 N 'Jf 5 t N S) 
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Evaluation of \~the electric field comnonents 
To obtain the actual values or the electric field vari-
.· ation in its normalized form it is only necessary to substitute 
the previQUSly evaluated constants into the field equations. 
If the constants are substituted· and a few simple trigono-
metric relations performed, the following results are obtained 
.-,--
tor the three sections:_ 
. ,..,--
-. 
. I E y -=- 51 N Jr J< (91a) 
ll Ey -: SIN r C05 Ms()(- t) + J C.05 r SIN M5 (x-~) {91b) 
m E'/ : ~·IN Ntx 51N r (S1N t COSS - °§ c.ost ~i..is) · 
'+ 0 51 N Nt;t C©~ r ( t GO':> t cos s - 51 J\J r Saws) 
+ c05i Nt-i ~nl\Dr (c6s tc.oss ~~ ft1N2"S11JS) 
+ d c.os Nt ~ . c.os tr ( c.o~ t ~ a CIJl s - 5 u tJ t c. os s) ( 91c) 
Determination or the Propagation Constant 
. . 
· Only one thing remains to be found to obtain a complete 
solution to these field e·quations. That is the propagation 
constant and the values of r 9 s, and to T~ee relations al-
ready link these yariables in the. fo~m of equations (68a), 
{68b), and {68c). One more relation must be found. This is 
readily available in the torm or a transcendental equation 
which is now solved foro The method of obtaining this_ equation 
is the transverse resonance method. The theory of this meth~ 
can be found in Collino Only'the application will be put 
forth here •. · This te·chnique will require that two separate, . 
-
although similar, transcendental equations be solved for,. one· 
.,·· 
.. ,"· ·. 
• ..... 1_ ", 
I 
-; - ---: ...--: --·, ~··••·--- --··•••,••-Y,r-~~-.•..,..:'°''TF"S-.,.,........,.._.,. __ ~----·-r-"''--""-~i8 lR: ' ··· .. :· ;, ' ·.- ', ' ' . ·... . .. · · .. ' · .. 
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for the sy1nmetrical modes and one for the asymmetrical modes. 
The symmetrical modes will be solved for firsto Since this 
11 
is a symmetrically loaded waveguide only half 0£ it need be 
analyzed as shown 1n Figure 30. 
The waveguide is analyzed as a transmission line with 
the impedance of each section being equal to the reciproca1 
• 
or the propaga~ion eigenvalue. For the symmetrical modes, 
' . 
the equivalent transmission line is terminated in a short 
. . q 
cir.cu.it. Then the waveguide is arbitrarily .. opened at any 
point and the impedance in each of the. resulting sections 
is calculated. For equilibrium. conditions, the impedance 
.. 
~- i_n one direction must be equal to the negative of the imped-
ance seen in the other~~rection. This will now be applied 
to the symmetrical case. 
The impedance for a transmission line is defined as: 
(92) 
Now if the waveguide is opened between sections -II and III, 
a transmission line terminated in an open circuit is seen. 
Thus: 
and 
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. To analyze the left direction, start at the I - n interface. 
~'"' - .... 
The impedance to the lef't is found with .lL = 0 as: . • .. 1..____ .. · 
(94) 
___.,.-
. Going to the II - III in terrace and looking to the left with 
equation expressing ·the load impedance, the following is 
obtained: 
!. (x)= t 0 - ~ I+ j aL TAN Bx 
ica + J. TAN B>l 
. i!. I. 
• 
· Jubsti tuting 
. I ( • ) l(x) = .!. I + j Ms - J Jr C.OT .t- TAN 5 





.l2 (,<)= -J ~? TAN r+ :[r TAl\\ ~ 
. . . · M_s Ms TAW\JSTANr·:rr (95) 
All that remains now is to set i 1(x) equal to the negative~ 
of' l2. ( 1') • The result · 9f'. this is _ 
COTt =-~ 
.·MS 
Ms TAtJ r -t !r TJ\tJ S. 






·To obtain the· transcendental e-quation for the asymmetri-
cal IQ.odes, the procedtll'e is the same . except for repla~ing the 
open circuit of Figure· 30 with a shorting plane as shown 1n 
Figure 31. 
. 
To __ the left .or the analyzing point, the impedance is the 
. 
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same as that found in equation ·c9;)·. The impedance to the 
rig~t is derived bslow: 
vFor a short circuit 
' 0 .·.... ·:._ 
81 • 
. ~(>C): j z 0 TAN Bx . (97) 









or !(x) = j~ T~N t I ·c9a> 
·Equating eqW1tion (98) to the negative of 1quation. (95), 
the transcendental equation is·obtain~d. 
TAtJt =- t Nt MS 
Ms TA~ r + lr T~N 5 
M6 TAN 5 TI\N r-Jr (99) 
·w1th the equations now availab1e the propagation constant~-
can be obtained. These equations are now swmnarized. The 
equations are relatively difficult to solve, and for all 
practical purposes a computer must be used in their solution. 
These equations are: 
.(. l. y\1. . i. 
· jr) : o + lU .U.0 f, f. 0 
. ·. ( M ~)"2. = 't.'L -t vJ ~of. 2. fo 
. . 
(Nt)1.: '(,.+ w"M.of 1 t. 
·.··cor t :-Nt 
M·5 
Ms T6' N r ~ Jr TAl\15 ,· 
M!> TAN.5 TAN-r-Jr 
. <. \ ' . . .. ! 
Sym. Modes 
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. I .· 
• 
. - . 
,..,_ ' . 
I,· . 
,_,--,. ' 
. . . 
. · TAN t • Nt M~ TAN r• JrTAN5. 
or.· u ·· 
ir'I~ Ms· TA~ s TAN r-rr 
. --· . Asym. Modes (99) 
· Cuto:rt :Freguel\Q! 
· The cutoff :frequency is defined · as the point where 8=- 0 •. 
• > 
· · Making use of this f'act, equati.ons (100a) , (100b) , and' (100c) 
become: 
(lOlal~ 
Nt=wJ..u.:f3 f 0 ' (101c) 
_If F is se~ equal tow J.A.Lofo · , the equations become 
. . 




with F being c·alled the normalized frequency, solving tor this 
. 
frequency. · 
• F = Jr . = 
~ .. (103) 
. . . 
Substituting this relation intQ ~e tr.anscendental equations, 
· · one obtains : 
Co.T Flll; ~ -~ e3 
· N · f 
. . 2 .· (lo4) 
· tor t~e syDWietrical. modes and · 
' -.· I: "' ' •. 
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,. for the asymmetrical modes. 
These two transcendental equations are independent and 
. 
thus. can be solved by themselves. The only things that must 
be known are the normalized· widths J, M, and N and the 
. . 
complex ·a.1electric constants E1, E2, and E3. With this in-
tormation, . the no~malized cutoff frequency can be fo1md • 
· ;. DISCUSSION .OF RESULTS 
To obtain the waveforms Jot either the electric or 
. 
. 
magnetic.fields, the transcendental equation must be sol-
ved. The solution of' this equation give·s the propagation 
constant "t from. which the eigenvalues r, s, and t can be 
det~rmined. This would have to be done on the computer, 
using iterative techniques such as the Newton-Raphson 
. Method. 
'··- . 
It would appear though that various attentuating 
.. 
patterns as rwictions of .frequency could be obtained with 
the field pnll.ing charac·teristics of the dielectrics and 
attentuating prop~ __ J-ties of the- resistive slabs. 
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. SU!m.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
'M 1. SUMMARY AND RESULTS 




i •• ·."' 
· ... 
This study has presented a detailed analysis of a wave-
guide constructed wit~ two dielectric slabs located adjacent· 
to the narrow walls of the guide. It was shown that with 
two dielectric slabs, there occurs a dual displacement ot r 
the maximum E~field for the TE10 mode. When the frequency 
was high enough or else. the dielectric constant sufficiently 
large, there was total displacement of the wave. 
To aid future investigations, graphs containing the 
transverse propagation constants as a function or the F-
:ractor were constructed. Also constructed were graphs 
showing the cutoff frequency for the TE10, TE20, TE30, and 
' TEl+o modes. These graphs show that the cutoff frequency is 
decreased as the dielectric constant is increased and as the 
slab thick.n.ess is increased. 
A set of graphical constructions enabling the trans-
~ 
verse propagation. constants and cutoff frequencies to be·· 
calculated for the symmetric case were also developed. With 
these graphs th~ parameters describing any waveguide con-
figuration can be computed within a few· iterations. 
Relations enabling one to predict the _transition point where 
·~· 
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trom the computer results __ • ·These relations would be helpful 
in filter design. 
· Finally a mathematical t·reatment of rectangular wave-
guides with both dielectric and resistive slabs was 
...... . .......... _.,_ .. . 
··- -· .•• :;• .:' 't ~\·. • ..-;· ,-,, . 
'it 
undertakeno Only a qualitative descritpion of the results 
was possible as time did not permit. an analytical analysis. -
f•,. 
2~ CONCLUSIONS 
The ma·jor conclusions lie in the r~sults obtained. 
· The E-field distributions now can be predicted with ease 
for the symmetric configuration. The F-factor required to 
produce concave configurations for ~he TE10 mode is depend-
' 
~nt only on the width of the slab, a rather inte_resting 
result. 
As well as being able to· control the shape of the 
--- .. 
E-tield, the cutoff frequency can be mq.nipulated by simple 
J} variation of the''dielectric constant and relative slab· 
width. 
l. 
Thus, a relatively large degree of control is obtain-
able·· over the Ec=f-ield by simple insertion of two· dielectric 
· slabs e ·With this knowl~dge, filter design SJ especially on. 
. . ii 
the Field Displac®ment Filter suggested by N. Eberhardt and 
in particular the harmonic filter, could be simplified .• _ 4 
I ' • • • 
• - ':·-.: '-:i .. 
' ' ·- J • ' -
' • : ~ ' ' , . I , 
-3. FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS • •... ., r' 
.... 
An area which could be more tully investigated is ·.\ ' -
'· . 
·.:.,.:. . ,_ \ . ' 
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that or simultaneous resistive and dielectric loading of the · 
waveguideQ Such an analysis would involve further intensive 
computer analysis and provide data for a theoretical design 
of two slab harmonic f 11 ters. 
Another possible area of investigation would be to 
. . . 
study~:the effects of non-symmetrically loading the wave-
guid~. _This, too, would involve int~nsive computer ·analysis • 
.. -~' However, the computer programs used for the investigation or 
this thesis were purposely made quite general in order that 
they could take in such cases. Thus, this area is readily 
open to anyone who would desire to pursue it. . 
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